RÖSLER ON QUALITY RESPONSIBILITY

RÖSLER RETREADED OTR TYRES NEED 80% LESS CO2 THAN NEW TYRES – through responsible production, diligent recycling and careful use of energy and resources – this is quality in our opinion.

HIGHEST MANUFACTURING QUALITY, individual application specification, 60 years of market experience, 24/7 service, the latest tyre monitoring systems ensure maximum mileage – this is quality in our opinion.

SHARE SUCCESS WITH OUR CUSTOMERS by reducing prices of our entire tyre range, to save more CO2 globally with high-quality retreads – this is quality in our opinion.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW PRICE LIST 2020.
**FAIRNESS**
Many of our customers have been loyal to us for decades. Just like our employees, which work with us, some even in second generation. This is how we assure our most important expertise – our skilled employees.

**ENDURANCE**
Despite of economic interests, we have always set value on quality and reliability of our products and services. This is what determines long-term customer loyalty and thus the success of our company.

**Pursuit**
Since the beginning, research and development based on our experience is a determinant factor of our quality. Our Schelkmann precured retreading process is based on over 150 patents.

**Motivation**
We would also like to recommend warmly to our customers the sustainability of our retreaded OTR tyres. The more retreaded tyres are used, the more we can affect the future for the coming generation.

**As a motivation for our customers regarding the CO2 reduction we can offer price reductions on all of our Rodos and Schelkmann tyres on basis of optimized processes and the current raw material situation.**
RODOS
Our moldcured retreaded OTR tyre with new tyre quality. Optimized for all fields of application. Durable, reliable and economical.

SCHELKMANN
Precured OTR tyres for highest quality standards. Treads and rubber compounds can be customized on customers request and on individual fields of application.

NEW TYRES
Our service network and close partnership with premium and budget manufactures allows us to guarantee short-term deliveries of new tyres worldwide.

INTREAD SENSOR
A real time monitoring of tyres protects against failures in operation. Driver and fleet management retain control at all times.

PU FILLING
Our latest filling materials offer ultimate tyre flat protection and maximum productivity of your fleet, also in connection with our Schelkmann retreads.

TYRE HANDLER
The tool we have developed for a safe and gentle tyre change, reduces downtimes and damages.

PLANT
We offer our expertise and know-how including OTR retreading plants as a whole to customers.

SERVICE
We are available 24/7 with competent advice, with many services and trade partners and especially with 60 years of experience.

RÖSLER QUALITY TYRES RE-MADE IN GERMANY
MAKE A MARK!

With RÖSLER retreaded tyres your company reduces CO2 and has influence on our future – with reduced costs.

Order our sign for free as your mark of responsible behavior.

*Calculation based on a high quality retreaded tyre, on average of the tyre size 27.00 R 49.